Single Piece Colour Sticker Application Instructions

Thank you for your purchase. Before getting started please unroll & lay flat your stickers on a table for an hour or so and
make sure the surface you will be sticking these onto is clean from fuel, grime, saltwater, soapy water etc.
1 Sticker contains a total of 3 parts.

1. The top layer holds your stickers in place. This generally is plastic or paper.
2. The middle layer is the actual sticker.
3. The white backing paper or plastic sheet (depending on which stickers you purchased) is the backing sheet. This sheet protects the
adhesive sticky side of your stickers.
Once you have cleaned the surface from grease, oils, polish, wax etc wash the surface with warm soapy water then rinse with
water only and dry. Wait a few minutes until the surface temperature settles then commence the installation process. If you
don’t have an applicator you can use a credit card to apply these to your surface.

Please use only the dry method mentioned below.
Do not apply using a wet method.

Sticker Application Method - Dry Only
Step 1 - Place your sticker on the surface and mask one side into position. For large decals you may want to add more masking tape so
the sticker does not move and remains flat.

Step 2 - As pictured from left to right hold back the unattached side then peel the backing sheet carefully and cut this off with a
pair of scissors for a nice clean cut.

Step 3 - Still holding back the sticky side with one hand and holding the applicator with the other hand start applying the sticker
from left to right in a nice slow motion apply the right side in place. See below.
Once one side has been applied remove the masking tape and apply the other side using the same method.

Now you should have your sticker applied to your surface with the top tape still applied above your stickers.
Now its time to remove the top layer. By picking the corner of this sheet and pulling slightly downwards against the
substrate (in an acute angle) slowly peel this layer off which should reveal your stickers.
Do not pressure wash your stickers. Just use a sponge and slow flowing water.
All stickers take about 7 days to cure. Any tiny bubbles (which is oxygen trapped between the surface and sticker) will
dissappear after a period of time when stickers are exposed to the warm room or sun.

Do not apply stickers using a wet method. Apply at your own risk.
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